
CRYSTAL CREEK LODGE ADVENTURE

Trek across the sky of Southern Alaska, hosted by the local experts at Crystal Creek Lodge.  
Day to day adventures led by expert guides guarantee that no two days are alike.  Observe 
Katmai brown bears, take an aerial tour of Bristol Bay and nearby Aniakchak Volcano, and 

spot wildlife in Becharof National Wildlife Refuge.  Immerse yourself in a region that is wild, 
dramatic and incredibly diverse.



ITINERARY AT A GLANCE

DAYS

TWO

ONE

This trip is a flightseeing adventure featuring a full stay at 

world-class Crystal Creek Lodge. This Bristol Bay area 

fishing and adventure lodge, located 5-miles east of King 

Salmon, is an award-winning Orvis endorsed lodge, 

consistently demonstrating its exceptional fishing, facilities, 

and commitment to excellence in service. This unforgettable 

journey will have you up close and personal with the local 

residents—both wild and human. 

While in our care you’ll receive 24/7 

support and the flawless delivery of your 

travel experience.  We obsess over every 

detail so that you don’t have to.  Your 

journey is bespoke, created just for you.  All 

that’s left for you to do is to enjoy Alaska –

it is wild, soulful and truly unforgettable.

PROMISE
OUR

Arrive in Anchorage | Fly to King Salmon Airport | 

Shuttle to Crystal Creek Lodge | Accommodations 

are at Crystal Creek Lodge

Walrus Fly out along the shores of the Alaska 
Peninsula Wildlife Refuge | Accommodations 
are at Crystal Creek Lodge

Adventure day at the lodge | Choose from a list 
of unique experience  | Accommodations are at 
Crystal Creek Lodge

Transfer from Crystal Creek Lodge to King 
Salmon Airport | Flight from King Salmon 
Airport to Anchorage International Airport | End 
of journey 

THREE

FIVE

FOUR

Adventure day at the lodge | Choose from a list 
of unique experience  | Accommodations are at 
Crystal Creek Lodge



Dinner
Flight | Shuttle transfer

Your first day at the lodge marks the start of your adventure.  In consultation with your 

guide, choose your adventure for the day.    Options include guided brown bear wildlife 

viewing, river fishing, kayaking, beach combing & bird watching or Valley of 10,000 

smokes in  Katmai National Park.  

Accommodations are at Crystal Creek Lodge, in a Lodge Room.

Travel from Anchorage to Crystal Creek Lodge 

Today, you will fly from Anchorage International Airport to King Salmon Airport. Upon 

your afternoon arrival, you will be transferred to Crystal Creek Lodge. Accommodations 

are in a Lodge Room.

DAY TWO Adventure day at the lodge

DAY ONE

HIGHLIGHTS

SERVICES
HOTEL

MEALS

Crystal Creek Lodge

Scenic journey to Crystal Creek Lodge

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Full-Day Guide

HIGHLIGHTS

SERVICES
HOTEL

MEALS

Crystal Creek Lodge

Choose your adventure 



With so many options to experience at the lodge, today in consultation with your 

guide, choose another adventure for the day.    Options include guided brown bear 

wildlife viewing, river fishing, kayaking, beach combing & bird watching or Valley

of 10,000 smokes in  Katmai National Park.  

Accommodations are at Crystal Creek Lodge, in a Lodge Room.

DAY THREE Walrus fly out  in Alaska Peninsula Wildlife Refuge Adventure day at the lodgeDAY FOUR

Today you will experience something truly unique to the region.  Along with your guide 

you will visit Pacific walrus in their regularly used haul-outs.  Enjoy the stunning views as

you  fly over the shores of the Alaska peninsula views before landing  on a sand beach to 

walk up to the edge of a herd of walrus.

Accommodations are at Crystal Creek Lodge, in a Lodge Room.

Choose your adventureHIGHLIGHTS

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full-Day Guide

MEALS

SERVICES

HOTEL Crystal Creek Lodge

Walrus fly out at Alaska Peninsula Wildlife Refuge with a local 

expert

HIGHLIGHTS

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full-Day Guide

MEALS

SERVICES

HOTEL Crystal Creek Lodge



Breakfast
Flight transfer | Shuttle transfer

Travel from Crystal Creek Lodge to Anchorage

This morning you will be transferred to the King Salmon Airport for your outbound flight 

to Anchorage. Safe travels!

DAY FIVE

HIGHLIGHTS

SERVICES
HOTEL

MEALS

n/a

Scenic journey from King Salmon to Anchorage



Crystal Creek Lodge
King Salmon, AK

This Alaskan lodge offers a variety of unique 

cabins, varying in size and bed type.  

ACCOMMODATION

About This PropertyLocated five miles east of King Salmon, this fishing lodge is considered 

one of the finest in Alaska.  Of seven guest rooms, five are within the 

main lodge – a beautiful 7,500 sq. ft building made of massive scribed 

logs and river rock overlooking the Naknek River.  Two private cabins 

are located 75 feet from the main lodge. Amenities include a mud rom 

with lockers and wader dryers, laundry service, a bar and game room, 

and two separate relaxation/reading areas.  There is a massage 

therapy room and a screened, outdoor hot tub.



We Look Forward to Serving You

T: 604.408.1099  | TF: 888  999 6556 | w: entreedestinations.com

F: 604.736.2242  | E: alaska@entreedestinations.com 

7th Floor, 134 Abbott Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 2K4


